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1 Framework validation6

1.1 Robustness to outliers7

Uncertainty in the atmospheric circulation, precipitation and windiness responses to climate8

change can also result from other factors not explicitly included as explanatory variables in the9

regression framework. For example, a role might also be played by the model biases in the10

atmospheric circulation, by the regional sea surface temperature and land moisture change, or11

by the model–specific representation of convective and orographic precipitation. This implies12

that individual models could have outlying responses, i.e. responses that cannot be captured by13

the regression framework. If present, these outlying responses could potentially influence the14

estimates of the parameters of the regression framework.15

This has been tested by performing a sensitivity analysis using an iteratively re–weighted16

least squares linear regression method (Holland and Welsch, 1977). Starting from the ordinary17

least squares regression fit, the method determines new regression estimates by down–weighting18

the data points that have large residuals. The process is then iterated starting from the new19

regression estimates until convergence is reached. We here use the Beaton and Tukey (bisquare)20

weighting function with tuning constant as defined in Holland and Welsch (1977). At only very21

few, sparse, grid points the algorithm failed to reach convergence (not shown), which does not22

preclude the interpretation of the analysis. The results obtained from this sensitivity analysis23

(Fig. S1 and Fig. S2) show comparable patterns to those obtained using ordinary least squares24
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regression (Fig. 5 and Fig. 10 in the main paper). We conclude that the inferred dependence25

of Mediterranean precipitation and European windiness on the remote drivers is not dominated26

by the impact of outlying data.27

1.2 Internal climate variability vs forced response28

The remote drivers are known to influence the regional atmospheric circulation within the inter-29

nal climate variability, e.g. the impact of stratospheric sudden warmings on the North Atlantic30

Oscillation. Therefore, we want to verify that the associations identified by the regression frame-31

work under climate change truly reflect uncertainties in the forced climate change response. To32

do this we devise a sensitivity analysis where we use different non overlapping time windows to33

evaluate the climate change response in the remote drivers and in the atmospheric circulation. In34

particular, we evaluate the driver responses as the mean climate in 2040–2070 (RCP8.5) minus35

1930–1960 (historical), whilst we still use 2070-2100 and 1960–1990 to evaluate the atmospheric36

circulation response. In this way, any signal identified by the regression framework cannot result37

from associations arising within the internal climate variability.38

The regression coefficients of the sensitivity of the U850 response on the remote drivers39

using this time–shift approach are presented in Fig. S3. The sensitivity to the stratospheric40

vortex and tropical amplification uncertainty closely resembles that obtained with the standard41

approach presented in the main paper (Fig. 3). This implies that the storylines of Euro–Atlantic42

climate change presented in the paper are not the result of associations arising within the43

internal–climate variability, but truly capture uncertainties in the forced climate change response.44

However, we also note that the sensitivity of U850 to the polar amplification appears to be45

weakened. The relationship between polar amplification and atmospheric circulation would thus46

have to be investigated in more detail before building storylines based on the polar amplification47

uncertatinty.48

1.3 Linear additivity assumption49

Estimates based on Eq. 4 of the main paper require that the sensitivity of regional circulation50

to the stratospheric response does not depend on the tropical amplification response, and vice–51

versa. This has been tested in two ways. An interaction term equal to ∆Ttrop

∆T · ∆Ustrat
∆T has been52

added to the regression framework and we have verified that its regression coefficient is smaller53

than the other regression coefficients (not shown). Furthermore, an alternative non–linear ap-54

proach has been considered. In this case, the storylines are evaluated by averaging together the55

scaled circulation response within groups of models that have similar driver responses. Models56
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are grouped within the four quadrants of Fig. 6 of the main paper with the exception of those57

in the central ellipse which are discarded because they are too close to the multi–model mean.58

The storylines of circulation change based on the composite approach are presented in Fig. S459

and Fig. S5. The resulting patterns closely resemble those obtained using the linear regression60

framework (compare with Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 of the main paper). This shows that the signals61

associated with the stratospheric vortex and the tropical amplification can be linearly combined62

when building storylines of Euro–Atlantic climate change.63
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Figure 1: As in Fig. 5 of the main paper, but here the sensitivity of the European precipi-

tation (mmday−1 K−1) to the uncertainty in the remote drivers is evaluated using iteratively

re–weighted least squares in order to test the robustness of the results towards the presence of

outlying models. Stippling shows areas where the regression coefficients are statistically signifi-

cant at the 5% level.
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Figure 2: As in Fig. 10 of the main paper, but here the sensitivity of the European windiness

(wind95x) (ms−1 K−1) to the uncertainty in the remote drivers is evaluated using iteratively

re–weighted least squares in order to test the robustness of the results towards the presence

of outlying models. Stippling shows areas where the regression coefficients are statistically

significant at the 5% level.
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Figure 3: As in Fig. 3 of the main paper, except the analysis is here computed using different and

non overlapping time windows to evaluate the drivers (1930–1960 / 2040–2070) and atmospheric

circulation responses (1960–1990 / 2070–2100).
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Figure 4: Verification of the linearity assumption. Storylines of the U850 response to climate

change (ms−1 K−1) depending on the stratospheric and tropical amplification responses obtained

using the composite approach rather than the regression framework presented in Fig. 7 of the

main paper. The numbers on the top of the panels indicate the number of models averaged

within each group. These models correspond to those in the four quadrants of Fig. 6 of the main

paper excluding those in the central ellipse.
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Figure 5: Verification of the linearity assumption. Same as Fig. S4 but for the scaled precipitation

response (mmday−1 K−1). To be compared against Fig. 8 of the main paper.
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